
HERE'S HOW TWO NOTED MEDICS DISAGREE,
ON THE QUESTION OF BIRTH CONTROL
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It has become an irresistible sug-

gestion that only a certain number
of infants shall be born. As long as
even the well-to-- limit the number
of their offspring the advice given
the poor or those to whom the raising
of a large family is a task of difficulty
or of impossibility, to limit the num-
ber of their children even the
healthy ones is more than merely
excusable. The case is worse when
unhealthy, sickly or infected and
contagious children are born. The
least that must be demanded is a
clean bill of health,

There is only one country in which
a man and woman must not think of
framing their own future and con-

structing their fate and that of their
unborn children that is the land of
the "free."

Parental responsibility alone must
control the numerical strength of a
family; the prevention of excessive
offspring is a central problem of both
individual and social hygiene. The
reduction of the number of children
in a family is becoming a universal
experience in all civilized countries.

Doctors and nurses and other in-

tellectual people must learn from
their own analytical thinking that
both our federal and state laws on
the subject of prevention are griev-
ously wrong and unjust It is im-

portant that these laws be repealed
at the earliest possible moment, it is
important that useful teaching be not
crippled, that personal freedom be
hot interfered with, that the inde-

pendence of married couples be

An Arizona scientist has demon-
strated that dates can be ripened in
an incubator to perfection.

AGAINST
By James Joseph Walsh, A Most Dis-

tinguished Roman Catholic
Physician.

We have some well authenticated
accounts of Roman luxury in the 9days of degeneration at Rome. This
was when Rome ruled the world and
was very wealthy and everyone at
Rome wanted to enjoy every minute
of life. They liked eating, but they
dreaded dyspepsia and so some of
the very wealthy ones learned the
trick of eating very heartily and then
going out to a specially provided puk-
ing place and either sticking their
fingers down their throats or tickling- -

their soft palates with a feather and
so evacuating their stomachs.

Whenever I think of the new move-
ment for teaching people about birth
control I am reminded of these old
Romans who ate their fill and then
avoided the results. It is quite easy
as a rule to frustrate nature, but
one pays for it in the end.

The practices of birth control are
wrong and we feel deeply that they
are wrong. They concern much deep-
er interests in life, however, and they
involve two people in the most mys-
terious relations of life.

When birth control begins to be
practiced, disgust is not far off. Ani- - '
mality is bad enough at best, though '

we human beings often try to forget
apparently that we are animals, but H

animals gifted with reason, and when
we do what is unreasonable the ani-
mal in us gains control and some of
our worst instincts manifest them- - A
selves.

We have plenty of birth control al-

ready without teaching any of it
o o

Arabia has a tract of unexplored
territory nearly five times the size of
Great Britain, while nearly a quarter
of Australia has not been visited by
civilized man.
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